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An intensive spiral (which has been constantly accumulating since January) ends in September. 

The last weekend of September - a mega alchemical shift - has initiated the final change.  

Alcyone has been sending pulsar plasma infusions since 00.30h from Friday to Saturday- 72h 

continuously.  New moon, Saturn south node conjunction (the last of three connections, not to mention 

that Saturn faces the north node). We cannot go forward until all the work is done. It may feel ghastly, 

terrible, heavy, painful, but it is absolutely necessary for the growth of the higher self into the reality of 

matter in the current embodiment cycle) and a concomitant union of Venus and Jupiter made this 

hitherto most fulminant shift possible. 

October begins with the deletion/completion of hidden, avoided or unattended projects. In the midst of 

the wonderful transformation process, things at the surf will sometimes seem chaotic. We enter a brand 

new octave/layer of dimension in the source symphony. 

Just NOW in this moment of October begins the first month of preparation (Remember divine geometry 

start ramp 11) which all eukaryotes (eukaryotes are all living beings that have a nucleus, earthlings, 

animals, fungi algae, protozoa - in the genome have several chromosomes, possible organelles - 

chloroplasts endoplasmic reticulum) endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, leukoplasts, lysosomes, 

mitochondria, peroxisomes, ribosomes, vesicles, cell nucleus, locomotion is the scourge... in 

prokaryotes - bacteria and archaea - the DNA floats in the cytoplasm of the cell - chlorosome, flagellum, 

magnetosome, nucleoid, plasmid ribosome, thylacoid - to prepare for one of the highest climbs of all 

peaks. 

 Those who are not yet aware of evolution in change collect karmic memory moments and reach new 

tipping points.  

Therefore, the last quarter of the annual circle will present the truth even faster and more intensively on 

the surface/external surface. The ultimate quantum leap will take place - structures will collapse, 

previous belief systems will capitulate - sleepwalking will come to an end. 

 In this energy Qualia the chaos expands. This results in revolutions to break up the hierarchy of the 

pyramid of power.  

The previous assumption of the word authority is thereby thrown overboard and its origin of the cosmic 

timeline, which aligns the merging process of the timeline of your solar system, is again encoded and 

used as its real basis for ethically correct knowledge and action. Weaves into the fluid, crystalline 

intelligence of all beings to connect with the authority of the higher consciousness - grounding of the 

source energy (best power of action in the House of Capricorn)  

The key of all already conscious earthlings is found in the fractal heart - the pulsation of all liveliness.  

The goal - the zenith is so close, all the more the return into the inherent universe, the deep-sea diving is 

more important than ever before. Recognizing lessons has top priority in order to peel out the reality of 

the true self - until surrender happens and ignites new neutral devotion.  

Moving into this transcendence, into absolute fusion, requires the October Transformation to cumulate 

at all levels of experience as intensively as never before.  

3/10 Pluto goes directly 

On October 3 (in decline since April) Pluto, the great master of transformation, hikes again directly.  For 

two years he has been wandering in the House of Capricorn with the Keeper of Karmas - Saturn. 

The House of Capricorn, ruled over Saturn (also in decline since April), represents the 3D constructs 

and structures. The male, grounding energy of the Capricorn was exposed to represent the patriarchy 

and all its forms of control. 



On January 12, 2020/4, the Great Saturn and Pluto Unification will take place. Both are the most famous 

and notorious flow encoders, accelerators in the planetary sky and activate new pioneering directions. 

This collision takes place every 34 years and carries the key to the greatest changes that have been 

taking place on a personal and global level for some time now.  

When it comes to the deeper meaning of the Saturn-Pluto conjunction of 2020, however, it is that 

history was set in motion 500 years ago and now marks a final collision point. 

This is carried by many supporters of your solar system, towards alignment with the Universal Plane of 

Unity. 

In certain periods of 2019/3 (end of April and July) during the New and Full Moon Phase many 

Earthlings were affected by the great planetary alignment with an accumulation of events.  

Sign to the climax of all master module activations in January 2020/4.  

Reflection also shows that Earthlings who encountered difficulties between 2012 and 2015 (the time of 

the destructive Pluto-Uranus expression) are also affected to enter the new phase of reconstruction in the 

Now. 

Why this planet combination announces high waves in the coming years can be seen in the last three 

Saturn-Pluto conjunctions ( 11/ 1982 -balance, 8/1947 -lion and 11/ 1914 -cancer). 

Large shifts, which spread fears, revolutionary restructuring accompanied with breakthroughs, pioneers 

which could emerge show up in this.  

All these waves have survived humanity, so don't let your emotional field create fear.   

Above all, the many breakthroughs that have taken place so far may not show their true effects until 

after 2020/4. 2021/5 will sometimes be one of the most important years in the expression of these 

breakthroughs when many of the most important planets enter the House of Aquarius (guardians of 

invention + brilliance). 

Thus the current in the House of Capricorn in its highest essence carries discipline, determination and is 

able to bring things into form/matter. 

To prepare everyone for the massive transformation of separation and rebirth in January, massive 

pressure was exerted throughout the year to grow far beyond all borders.   

A process of destruction, of collapse to create breakthrough for the fire of transmutation.  

Now that Pluto and Saturn both move directly towards each other, approaching each other with every 

second, it becomes the most strenuous Trinity Part for Eukaryotes in the annual circle - October already 

forms the first insights/outlooks for this.   

The shaping of the highest versions of the I AM, your energy purest fluid Hyperluminal Plasma Qualia, 

has already begun. No matter what happens in the outer field, your Fluid Essence, Existence binds to the 

Universal Honeycomb Structure and begins to penetrate every membrane. 

At the same time Mercury wanders into the House of Scorpio on 3/10. 

Mercury leaves the house of Libra and wanders into the turbulent premises of Scorpio. 

In Libra, Mercury teaches how to communicate with compassion, how to see the highest in everyone 

and everything. sign of the zodiac scale an air sign that governs justice, oscillates, oscillates permanently 

between two sides, two perspectives, until equilibrium is reached.  

Perfect to train you to find the path of neutrality (think/mind, do/action and feel/heart fragment), the 

reality of the essence of love to one self and unconditionally passes it on to all others.  



Some suddenly burgeoning mists (air signs) had some aberrations in this phase to find the actual core of 

the inner universe in the labyrinth. 

However, Scorpio no longer gives a chance to hide from the reality of a self and demands, at this 

moment, to dive deep into the last layers of your universe, to remove the root and all human evil.  

Once the agitated particles of the primordial cause have lowered, a new liberating clarity immediately 

appears in the previous collection of experiences of the 3 er/2019 year. 

Mars wanders into the House of Libra on 4/10 

Parallel to this, Mars has been wandering through the house of the Virgin for some time, pushing with 

extreme tenacity to bring discipline into the new order in the things that make us tick, 

Detox of anything that is not useful is forced. With the retreat into the Libra House, more harmonically 

aligned buds open their sound in the sequence spaces between the strings of one's own vibration, one's 

own vibration.    

8/10 Venus enters the House of Scorpio 

Venus leaves Libra and wanders into Scorpio. Luminale magic sprays Venus in Libra, Venus in Scorpio 

means diving into deeper layers of unconditional love.   

A process that urges us to accept good and bad light and shadow as building blocks of our being, it 

makes us what we are - Attention!! Deep sea diving until surrender.  

13/10 Full moon in the house of Aries 

Transforming, Clarifying, Purifying.  

The sun in Libra awakens the life force in your own creation core - Pay attention to your 

words/thoughts, use only words that spring from the NOW and are extremely positive - I AM. Listen 

better and speak less, the language of the universe, of the cosmos, of the big whole will be tightened 

anchored/implanted released - woven into your fluid existence of reality.  

Take responsibility for everything in your life to claim the ability to change. See the love in everything 

and everyone that IS and pay attention to it every negative has a positive. 

Crisis is not the end of everything, it is an interpretation of lack of trust in life. 

Be confident, confidence is something other than hope. Hopes are expectations and desires. Trust the 

source of creation as you dive into your primordial-open confidence in yourself and your 

fluid/crystalline intelligence reveal a great cornucopia of surprises.  

The VM energy will be a strong shock for those who do not live their truth or are still deep in egocentric 

coma.   All others experience an uplifting moment in which the light of the world begins to peel out and 

heaven on earth is rung in. 

22/10 Sun wanders into the house of Scorpio 

A colossal rotation of the energy and its constant turn becomes noticeable.  

It encodes feeling on a more intense level during this passage rotation.  

The phase is the beginning of death and rebirth of the winter period. 

Micro Level - the Earthling and Macro Level - to unite the universal level of Unity - will not be fun but 

will revolutionize the Mindset to a cosmic level that will bring the Body Awakening, the Evolutionary 

Level Configuration of Matrix and Matter (Earthling, Flesh and Blood) to an unprecedented rush speed. 



On 27/10, the New Mooness in Scorpion - authentic and hard - leads you on a new path of self-

realization.  

The new beginning, the transformation is now sealed everything we had refused to let go until now will 

inevitably show up.  

Instead of clinging to what we are used to, we are challenged to let ourselves in on the life of everything 

that is trusting. 

 Now layer after layer is removed, the flow of lightness, a part of your reality is the result.  

The frequency fiber band feeding of the manifestation and our forces return to the basic trust in the 

uranium bond, in the memory to the core of all existence.  

The current strong energies of the Now carry your focus to merge with the highest axis of the cosmos - 

UNITY. 

31/10 Mercury is declining 

On Halloween "All Hallows Eve" in the night from 31 to 1/11 when the bridge between this world and 

beyond opens, Mercury turns, creates space to repeat teaching content and seals the back layer of your 

being before October (Remember- you start at 11 and end this transition at 111).  

Energy Organs 1- 5 - 10 

Turning days 3 - 6 - 11 

Portal days 5 - 8 -13 - 16 -26 - 31 

Once again thank you for your attention - and if you feel the impulse to support this room, or to help 

shape the warming conversations at the fire of the board kitchen sofa chat, you will find the opportunity 

in the top left menu bar - as always, the updated values of this room are published here for transparency. 

************ A magical month in BEING the level of networking of all light data pathways and in the 

fluid consciousness of unity************ 

J.A. 
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MahaJyoti Vision 
 
 

Please find further information as well as an archive of past news under: 
www.zeropoint-news.com ,    The New Light with MahaJyoti Visión,    the master publishing 

Please subscribe to the newsletter:   https://db-nl.zeropoint-news.com 

and the  Whatsapp  group      Ralf - Zeropoint-news.com     +34 659 414532 

Open this link to connect to my  WhatsApp group:   https://chat.whatsapp.com/Hbn5FJoWFw5HCZHtEiU3jS 

 
 

 

Gratitude Donation Email: universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 

we thank with much love for the support of the New Light. 
to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 
or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 

 
with the donation you are supporting the spiritual project of the New Light - Healing and arising the world. 
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